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OAKLAND MAGIC CIRCLE CALENDAR, 2022
Tuesday, November 15
Magic with Ropes Teach-In Night
Doors and library open at 6:00
Meeting starts at 7pm with brief business and good-of-the-order announcements.
In Person at Oakland's Scottish Rite Center Blue Room, 3rd Floor via elevator or steps
Free off-street parking- Also Virtual via Zoom for current OMC members.

Tuesday, December 6
Xavier Mortimer- Las Vegas and Internet Sensation showing us magic and in conversation with
Adam Cheyer -in person at the Scottish Rite Center. (Virtual TBD)
You don’t want to miss this rare opportunity
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Tuesday, January 10, 2023
Northern California Interclub Stage Contest
Cash Prizes + First Place Trophy and paid appearance at the February Gala in person.
Monday, February 6. 2023
Oakland Magic Circle Magic Gala starring Alex Ramon with other acts to be announced. In
person.
Per the policy of the Scottish Rite Center and the OMC, Proof of Vaccination and masks are
required except when appearing on stage.

On the Magic Ropes Teach-In- Tuesday, November 15

A variety of rope magic effects will be demonstrated and
taught including The Impossible Knot, Cut & Restored
variations, and Professor’s Nightmare.
Members are encouraged to join the fun and perform and
teach too.
We would love to have someone talk about the Indian
Rope Trick.
Please feel free to just show up and perform or teach..
All paid members in attendance will get 50 feet of brand new
red soft yet strong cotton rope.
Bring your own scissors.
Byron Walker is bringing gently pre-owned copies of Abbott's Rope Magic Encyclopedia (Dover Edition, 400
pages) for $5. It's a bargain. Buy at the meeting or to reserve a copy or purchase one via the mail contact him
at byron.walker@comcast.net
Come early and join other magicians across the street at Lake Chalet for Taco Tuesday, starting at 3pm. Great
food, great prices and great friends outdoors on the lakeside deck.
Per the policy of the Scottish Rite Center and the OMC, Proof of Vaccination and masks are required except
when appearing on stage.
Not a member? Apply for 2023 membership now and get November and December 2022 benefits included
Join Here.
Current members can also renew.
Membership is only $25.00 good through December, 2023. Free lectures, workshops, magic props, access to
our large library of books, videos and more, dealer discounts, plus shared magical community.
Youth Membership- under 15-year-olds: $10
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APPARATUS NIGHT AT THE OMC!
(Editor’s note: The links will open images, descriptions and video performances of these effects
mentioned below)
By Byron Walker, OMC Secretary

to
of
to

The theme for the October meeting was magic utilizing
apparatus. Byron Walker opened with Lubor’s Gift. He
then told of its development from an accidental discovery by
European magic inventor Lubor Fiedler with moving boxes
the original Lubor’s Die, to his Gozinta Boxes to the most
recent version. Mark Tarses followed with his presentation
Mikame Divine Spirit Box. Robert Herrick then performed a
bountiful production from Abbott’s Round Circle. This proved
be considerably more deceptive than the original version,
Square Circle invented by Louis Histed almost a century
ago.

Mark Richardson was up next with a card revelation utilizing the Mikame Card Case. Jack Potter
had purchased some magic at the recent OMC Auction/Flea Market so performed his favorite, Silk
Serenade. (One comment overheard was “I forgot what a good trick that is”).
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Doug Eakin showed us two versions of Heart of Glass from the
1988 book by Punx, Magical Adventures and Fairy Tales. Rob
Shapiro combined a Halloween theme with Apparatus Night by
performing The Visible Vampire. Bill Austen wowed the crowd
with one of the more famed tricks in magic history, The Blooming
Orange Bush as popularized by the “Father of Modern Magic”
Jean Eugene Robert-Houdin. This required a very elaborate
preparation and we are most thankful to Bill for bringing this.
Mike Della Penna closed the scheduled show with two fine
effects. First, The Horizontal Card Rise which is even better
than it reads in the Collector’s Workshop catalog. His second
effect was one especially suitable for the Halloween season, The
Mis-Made Monster from Wack-O-Magic. Anil Sharma then
volunteered to be our tenth performer and show us his SB
electronic wrist watch time prediction.

A video of Apparatus Night will be posed for Members to enjoy the perofr,ances, history and
anecdotes told by presenters.
Bonus links
Make your own Gozinta Boxes.
After Jack Potter’s presentation of the Silk Serenade someone in the audience suggested combining it with a
Juke Box Silk Cabby (from Smoky Mountain Magic).
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Instruction download for Metal Round Circle
Watch Punx perform Heart of Glass (in German w/o subtitles) and a contemporary version by Richard Hatch
with music as recommended by Punx.

REMEMBERING
Gerald Joseph, André Kole, & Max Maven

“Gerald Joseph Laspiñas, 55, was an accomplished magician and entertainer. A regular at OMC for years,
Gerard died Oct. 8 of natural causes .He had a strong love for entertaining all those around him as an
accomplished and sought-after magician.
‘Through his magic, he loved making you smile, laugh or making you wonder, and it made him sparkle even
more,’ said the mother of their two daughters and his former wife, Stacey Duckett, of Benicia. ‘He was an
entertainer on or off stage.’
Born in the Philippines in 1967, he moved to Martinez when he was 13. He is said to have had the natural
ability through love and magic to capture the hearts and interests of all those with whom he surrounded himself.
The winner of many awards including at SAM, Duckett said, ‘his magic encompassed several styles to include
sleight-of-hand, illusionism, drama, comedy and quick-change magician.’ ”
Excerpted from a long East Bay Times article.If there is a paywall try here.
A Celebration of Gerard’s Life took place on October 23 at Benicia’s Yacht Club.
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Robert Gurtler Jr., known professionally as André Kole has
passed away. He died October 17th, 2022. There was a time
when if you wanted to find the best new illusions for your show,
you went to Andre Kole because he had all the latest and best
creations. He supplied illusions to Doug Henning, David
Copperfield, Siegried and Roy and more. Read The Magic
Detective memorial.
Kole is said to have performed in more countries than any other
magician in history. In addition to delighting audiences on all 50
of the United States, he worked his magic in 80 countries on five
continents.
Named Magic Inventor of the Decade, he baffled millions but
there is one he never mastered: Pulling a rabbit from a hat. The
reason? He was allergic to rabbits.
See a video of him performing his Squeeze Box illusion and
listen to him on the Magic Word podcast.
A Suite of Illusion video.
More videos here.
“A massive worldwide outpouring of love and affection followed the news that mentalist Max Maven
passed at age 72. Unanimously respected, admired, and worshiped as a living legend among
magicians, Max Maven has been a true original and creative genius: a master performer of mentalism
and mystery artist, a prolific author, a clever inventor, a philosopher and historian of magic, an
intellectual of the highest caliber, with an encyclopedic mind, the sharpest wit and wry humor. Behind
his unmistakable mephistophelian look lied a sweet, generous, kind, magnificent man.” Read more of
Ferdinando Buscema’s appreciation.
Born Philip Goldstein on December 21, 1950 in Ithaca, NY, he created the character of Max Maven in
the mid-‘70s, always dressing in black with a distinctive widow’s peak. He was honored many times
by magical societies around the world and most recently, FISM (Fédération Internationale des
Sociétés Magiques) awarded him a lifetime achievement for his many decades supporting and
contributing to the organization’s global growth and success.
Tributes from fans and more comments on his Twitter page.
Max Maven had a voice one could listen to forever.
Watch this terrific conversation between Max Maven and Mark Evanier covering many
subjects.
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Max performs three effects.
A mind reading act in 1990.
Max lectures on the Gilbreath Principle. At the G4G Celebraton
A review of Kayfabe, a nine hour+ DVD set by Max Maven and Luis De Matos. This DVD set is
currently the only place you see the documentary Fabulous Monster,
Misdirections Magic Shop in San Francisco offers many Max Maven effects and DVDs---with a
10% discount for OMC current members.
Visit Max’s website.
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How many arrows do you see?
MAGICAL RESOURCE OF THE MONTH-The Screening Room

The Screening Room at Magicana Sharing Wonder

“Most magic collectors are focused on accumulating apparatus, books, posters and ephemera. But in
the Seventies, Larry Thornton, of Calgary, Canada set his sights on a different medium. His goal was
to create a visual record of magicians who performed on film and television. Before home VCRs made
it possible to preserve performances from live television, Larry went out, 8mm camera in hand, and
started recording magicians whenever and wherever they would grant him permission.
The result is an extraordinary collection of home movies, meticulously preserved and catalogued—a
rich video archive of magic video featuring many well-known performers.” How many can you
identify without reading the names below this video?
The Screening Room is an incredible free online collection of hundreds of hours of magic videos
featuring magicians from around the world performing all ranges of magic from grand illusions to
optical ones, from cups and balls to linking hula hoops.”
Start your magical journey here. This is one link you will want to bookmark.
There are many Max Maven videos. And a film of Andre Kole’s Grand Illusions act filmed in San
Francisco filmed by Larry Thornton.
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NEWS YOU CAN USE

From Larry Wilson:
I’m putting the finishing touches on our big event, SPELLBINDERS, November 18-20, the World’s Largest
FREE Magic Festival, benefitting our nonprofit, Education Renaissance of Nevada Initiative, here in Reno and I
thought I should spread the word to your people since you’re just a hop, skip and jump away. Details here.
Because we have so many heavyweight stars of magic in one location we have a little unconvention that runs
concurrent with SPELLBINDERS. We call it the Thin Air Summit, November 17-20, where a small, select group
can hang with the Masters of Magic, watching them perform, Lecture, Teach Master Class, etc. It’s limited to
just 40 people and we’re opening
registration now. See it all here.

OMC member Gigi Pandian
has a new Alchemist
audiobook, a new short story
"The Christmas Caper" set in
Scotland, and a
behind-the-scenes look at
her writing process—including
artwork inspired by her
latest book. If you are not on
her mailing list we suggest
you sign up.
Check out her website.
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Watch Jeff Bezos Left Speechless After David Blaine's Card Tricks
The just launched Kickstarter campaign for an upcoming “How to Read Minds 2 Kit: Ellusionist x Peter
Turner” is an immediate success generating six times its goal in a matter of minutes.
The peculiar tale of the Welsh spiritualist who tricked hundreds into thinking he could fly. Read about
his escapades.
Dr. Michael’s Magic New Network has a November report-created with Anthony Darkstone.
Joshua Jay and Andy Gladwin’s Vanishing Inc. launched a huge Black Friday Sale on Nov.
15 with “a ton more heavily-discounted magic to our incredible Black Friday sale. This is in
addition to our already amazing "Buy Three, Get One Free" deal.” Check here. There goes
your savings.

Do you want to decorate your holiday tree with magic apparatus ornaments? Dan Wolfe
of Smoky Mountain Magic has a terrific assortment with dozens of beauties.
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Vanish Magic Magazine #100 features our December guest lecturer, Xavier
Mortimer. Sneak Preview here.
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MAGIC IN THE BAY AREA
Many performers are having success with Virtual Shows and some are once again
doing in person shows. Support your local magicians.
Links for info and tickets are underlined and in blue or red.
LOCAL CLUBS, LECTURES AND MEETINGS
If you are a Northern California magician or club and would like to be listed here, please send
information to GaryMeyerEDF@gmail.com
International Brotherhood of Magicians Ring 216

Coming Dec. 14: Ring 216 Stage & Parlor Magic Competition
Details here.

If you have not yet joined Ring 216, the cost is $25 and is payable via PayPal to payment@ring216.org.
Website

Facebook

=====================================

Silicon Valley Society of American

Magicians Assembly 94

Meets the 2nd Monday of each month online through Zoom.
More Info and updates at Facebook. Website

=============================
S.A.M. 112, Diablo Assembly historically meets the third Wednesday of each month at 7pm.
Write to Germar germagic2@aol.com to be put on the mailing list. The website needs some updating
but the basics are there.
S.A.M. 112 hosts the Society of Young Magicians where young wizards can perform and learn. It is
usually the third Monday. Zoom link.
https://hangouts.google.com/call/xHHXATtBTQk3NVLQGv3NAAEA For more information contact
Subash subashshibu8256@gmail.com. They love having other magicians join them to do a trick or
two and/or teach an effect.
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Other info on local clubs can be found on East Bay Magic though it is somewhat out of date. Many clubs have
suspended meetings during the pandemic. Send us info about your club.
===================================
VIRTUAL SHOWS, LIVE SHOWS & LOCAL MAGICIANS
If you are not listed here but would like ot be, send your listings to garymeyeredf(at)gmail.com

The big picture of magician listings will be available on the website soon as a permanent page.
Here are some public shows we know are happening.

A Salon of Fine Wine and
Sophisticated Magic
An afternoon of wine tasting and
magic from past OMC President Doug
Eakin aka Doug McCay. At Doc’s Wine
Shop in Hayward every Saturday from
4-5:30pm.
This is a bargain just for Doug’s
performance but you get a curated
wine tasting too. Tickets here.

Jay Alexander’s “Mind Tricks” plays
every Friday, Saturday and Sunday at
his reopened The Marrakech Magic
Theater. Get tickets here.

.
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The California Magic Club in Martinez is hosted by Gerald
Griffin who presents Dave Cox,Andy Amyx, Bob Sheets,
Michael Peterson, and Hank Morfin in November/December.
Many shows are sold out in the intimate Club.
Schedule here. Full info here

Alex Ramon is
back at Harvey’s
Lake Tahoe. News
on his socials found
at the bottom of his
website.

The Magic Patio in San Francisco is open with David Gerard’s “Signs” and Andrew Evans’ new
“Backstage Magic.” Check for dates here. Shows sell out early.
Ace Miles brings Capn’ Jack Spareribs continues his
tour to a variety of fairs and libraries into the winter.

======================
The magicians are back at Pier 39 in San Francisco.
Look for favorites Glen Micheletti,, Chase
Martin,Patrick Livingstone, Frisco Fred Anderson,
Merrie Mary, Jonathan Strange, and Kris Bentz,
Enjoy and support these hard-working performers. Free
admission. Calendar here.

Christian Cagigal’s San Francisco Ghost Hunt presents Virtual Ghost Hunt Fireside Stories
with Magic, is back from his New York adventure . Check Ghost Hunt Halloween schedule.
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Mike Della Penna is one of the most popular magicians
on the public linray circuit and has a packed autumn
schedule at libraries and Children’s Fairyland.. Being a
school teacher with his own kids prepares him to be the
perfect family act.

Dennis Kyriakos presents EXPERIENCE THE WONDER at The Claremont Club & Spa
Thursday,December 22 at 7:00 PM. Tickets and info here.

Brian Scott continues his Bay Area School of Magic as well as performing around Northern
California. Details here.
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When you have an upcoming show or know of one in the Bay Area please Email us the
information to be listed. Include title and performer, date, time, location, a short blurb, website link, &
a publicity photo or graphic.
If you are not listed and would like to be included as a bay area magician let us know.
Email Gary Meyer, Newsletter Editor, at garymeyeredf@gmail.com

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA MAGIC DEALERS
Have you ever said, “I wish we had a local magic shop?”
Well---we do and please support them or we might lose them, especially in this
difficult time. Some have social distancing in-person hours and all will gladly take
your order on the phone or from their websites.
MISDIRECTIONS MAGIC SHOP - 1236-9th Avenue (near Golden Gate Park), San Francisco. (415)
566-2180. Locally owned and operated by Joe Pon with a terrific supply of your magic needs,
lectures, private lessons and a place for magicians to gather. The physical store is open 12-3
Tuesday-Friday and 12-5 on Saturdays and Sundays--- with social distancing. They do mail and
phone orders. If he doesn’t have it, he will get it for you. Tell Joe that OMC sent you.
Weekly posts on Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook offer suggestions for virtual
show effects. Gift Certificates are available (wink wink, nudge nudge) Get a 10% discount with any
orders of $30 or more if you are a member of OMC
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Watch “Is this the last real magic shop?”
Read about April Halog’s visit to Misdirections.
Hoodline interviews owner Joe Pon.
=========================
BYRON WALKER BOOKS - OMC member and long-tine book dealer has about 4000 books in stock
covering magic, mentalism, gambling and bunco, juggling, and ventriloquism. He always stocks the
newest titles and has the rarest of volumes. This is a mail-order business based in San Leandro.
Byron will bring books to the OMC meetings upon request (when they are back in person) but for now
is doing mail order, has good prices and a deep inventory of both the newest books and hard-to-find
vintage volumes. He accepts PayPal. Call him at (510) 276-1854 or email byron.walker@comcast.net
Get a 10% discount with all orders of $40 or more if you are a member of OMC.
SHUFTON MAGIC- Local magician Steve Shufton has a virtual shop with several unique items.
Suzanne talked about them in her lecture. He tells us there are several new effects to be released in
2022 so sign up for his emails.
HOUDINI’S MAGIC SHOP - Beach Street & The Embarcadero, Pier 39, San Francisco The local
branch of a national chain located in resort hotels and amusement parks oriented to tourists but
always worth a visit if in the area.
SAN JOSE MAGIC -376 Race St., San Jose. An eclectic selection of magic curated by Mike Stroud
and Magic Genii. Irregular hours.
BOARDWALK MAGIC -400 Beach Street, Santa Cruz. Joshua Logan’s labor of love has an excellent
selection and demonstrators who are serious about their craft. Surprisingly good selection for a tourist
location and they will happily special order.
ZUCCHINI’S TRICK ‘N THINGS - Monterey Canning Company, 711 Cannery Row # H, Monterey.
Oriented to tourists with mass market magic, jokes and games but the demonstrators are having fun
and love a visit from other magicians. Worth a visit if you are at the Monterey Aquarium.
EVANGELINE’S COSTUME MANSION - 113 K Street, Sacramento A fun shop of over 4800 square
feet of basic magic tricks and a huge selection of novelty items, jokes, wigs and just plain fun.
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Upstairs are two floors filled with accessories and every imaginable costume.
--------------------------------------------------------The greater Sacramento area has become a home for magic companies but you can’t buy retail from
Murphy’s Magic. Look at their offerings online and ask your favorite dealer to order for you. Penguin
Magic and L&L Publishing are also based there and Ellusionist is based in Petaluma, but they do not
have storefronts and are mail order warehouses only. They all offer informative newsletters and
occasional free stuff. But order their products from your local dealer like Misdirections.
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